Abstract-The description of the relation between the one-parameter subgroups of a group and the differential operators in the Lie-algebra of the group is one of the major topics in Lie-theory.
I. INTRODUCTION

C
OLOR constancy is traditionally treated as a static problem which in a general form can be described as follows: Given the image of a scene under illumination and another illumination estimate the image of the same scene under the new illumination In the most general case, only the image data and the illumination is given. The estimation of the relation between the scene and the illumination is part of the problem to be solved. Many approaches to this problem have been suggested but in this general form the problem remains unsolved today. The method described in this paper differs in one essential point from these traditional approaches by assuming that we can observe the scene under a continuously changing illumination:
From this image sequence, we estimate the parameters which describe the evolution of the changing illumination condition. This can then be used to compensate the influence of the illumination change by computing a stable image of the scene which is independent of the illumination change under consideration.
After the introduction of conical coordinate systems in color space we will show that the change of the color vector in a given image location is described by a partial differential equation with polynomial coefficients. The unknown curve parameters which control the illumination change enter these equations linearily and can thus be recovered by statistical estimation techniques.
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color spaces. Then, we use these coordinates to derive the partial differential equation which describes the influence of the illumination changes. In the last section, we illustrate how to use this description to estimate the dynamic properties of the dynamically changing illumination properties. In the experiments described in this paper we will assume that we know the reflectance spectra of the scene points. This is, of course, an unrealistic assumption which can be avoided by using statistical approaches. This statistical estimation problem is however not the topic of this paper. We will use the following notations: we will use bold letters to denote vectors , matrices and vector spaces Furthermore we use as the wavelength variable. The identity matrix will be denoted by .
II. CONICAL STRUCTURE OF SPECTRAL COLOR SPACES
Reflectance spectra measured from color chips of the Munsell and NCS color systems can be described by linear combinations of a few basis vectors. Usually the eigenvectors are taken as these basis vectors [1] - [7] . In the literature, systems with two to six parameters [4] or eight basis vectors [5] are mentioned. For a general spectral vector , basis vectors and coefficients this gives (1) Collecting the coefficients in the vector and the in the matrix the (1) becomes . Usually is treated as an element in . In [8] , we showed however that these vectors are located in a cone There we used a database consisting of reflectance spectra of 2782 color chips, 1269 from the Munsell system and the rest from the NCS system. The eigenvectors computed from the database are collected in the matrix . The first three eigenvectors and the distribution of the coefficient vectors are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 .
The conical structure of the eigenvector space is a special case of the following theorem. for all spectral vectors . The coefficient vectors of all spectra are therefore located in a cone.
To see this, observe that (2) where is finite since the first basis function is nonnegative everywhere. The constant is independent of the spectrum and depends only on the basis vector used. This proves the theorem.
In the following we will always assume a scaling of the basis functions which allows us to select for all . Basis systems for which this theorem is valid include the eigenvector system shown in Fig. 1 but also the CIE-XYZ system if we select
. From the positivity of the first basis vector follows that the coefficient is related to the intensity of the corresponding color spectrum. In [8] it was shown that , and have an intuitive relation to intensity, saturation and hue when the basis system is computed from the eigenvectors of the spectral database mentioned above. The expression (3) is therefore a measurement of the "grayness" of the spectrum: it decreases when the saturation related value of is increased.
The grayness value in (3) is, by definition, always nonnegative. The linear transformations which preserve the grayness form the group . In the following we will only use for which there are three basis functions. From general theory it is known that is essentially the same group as formed by the complex matrices of the form
Application of the elements in transform only the chromaticity part of the colors. Since they leave the expression in (3) fixed we have to include multiplication by positive real numbers as transforms if we want to reach all points in the solid cone from a given point. Therefore it is necessary to combine with the positive real numbers and define the group as the direct product
The group operation is defined as (6) where denotes ordinary matrix multiplication. More information on these groups can be found in the relavant literature (for example [9] - [12] ).
In this paper, we will only consider descriptions based on the eigenvector expansion of the spectra. There is, however, a close relation to the Fourier model considered in [4] . There it is argued that for physical reasons "many substances in liquid and solid state are band limited … The resultant band limit is consistend with a linear model of band-limited functions with about six parameters." In this case the spectra are approximated by the first three to seven trigonometric functions with and . For , i.e., three basis functions we have the approximation . In complex notation we can rewrite this as:
. Now, assume that is a physically realizable spectrum. Then, the following operations will also produce physically realizable spectra. (1) Multiplication of with a complex constant . This will shift the hue of the original spectrum degrees:
. In (2), multiplication of with a real constant . This corresponds to a decrease in saturation since the influence of the white spectrum is increased. In (3), simultaneous multiplication of and with a positive constant which changes the intensity of the spectrum. These three operations correspond to the basic operations of the group introduced above.
III. ONE PARAMETER GROUPS AND DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
Given a matrix of basis vectors and a spectrum the expansion coefficients , and are obtained. Given their relation to intensity, saturation, and hue we imitate traditional color science notations and define (7) is related to the intensity and to the chromaticity of . For a coordinate vector we also introduce and as and (8) In the following, we consider functions of the spectra as functions of the coordinate vector . Partial differential operators in the coordinate system are denoted by (9) The group acts on LAB-space by [see (5), (6), and (8)] (10) (11) There is a close connection between certain subgroups and differential operators which is illustrated by the following example. Take the subgroup defining the mapping The subgroup is an example of a one-parameter subgroup of since it depends only on the parameter and since two elements are concatenated as:
. Applying all elements of this group to a fixed point in LAB-space defines a curve Differentiating a function along this curve defines the differential operator which in the LAB system is given by (12) This gives the operator identity (13) In the following, we will simplify notations and identify the subgroup with the group of real numbers. In the same way we identify a subgroup with for every subgroup of . Using the same construction shows that each one-parameter subgroup defines a differential operator . The main property of these differential operators is collected in the following theorem.
Theorem 2:
1) The differential operators defined through the oneparameter subgroups of form a vector space of dimension four. This vector space is known as the Liealgebra of the Lie-group . It will be denoted by . 2) Four basis vectors are defined through the following oneparameter groups
3) The corresponding differential operators are
These results are standard results from the theory of Lie-groups and Lie-algebras and their proofs can be found in books on Lietheory such as [11] . An arbitrary one-parameter subgroup of defines a curve in space and by differentiation an operator This is an element of the Lie-algebra and thus there are constants such that
Now assume that the function describes our measurements varying over some period of time. Assume furthermore that this variation (over a sufficiently small period of time) originates in a one-parameter subgroup of From these measurements we can compute the derivative (23)
The operator belongs to the Lie-algebra and thus there are constants for which
All of the quantities can be computed from the measured data and the unknown constants can therefore be estimated. Sometimes it is useful to do the same calculations in LABspace as described in the next theorem:
Theorem 3: A basis of the Lie-algebra in LAB coordinates is given by the operators 
These equations are obtained from the definitions of and and the definitions of the differential operators.
IV. APPLICATION TO ILLUMINATION INVARIANT RECOGNITION
We will now show how the general theory can be used to recover characteristic illumination parameters from a sequence of images taken under changing illumination conditions.
Our simple model of the image process combines the illumination spectrum , the reflectance spectrum at position given by and the spectral characteristic of an imaging sensor (for example a camera) as
where is the value measured with sensor number at position
In most cases the vector is the spectral sensitivity of the R, G or B channel and the vector contains the measured R, G, B values.
In the spaces of reflectance and illumination spectra we use different coordinate systems described by the basis vectors . For a reflectance distribution and an illumination spectrum we get the coordinate vectors leading to the approximation
Inserting these approximations into (32) gives
The matrix (which is known) characterizes channel of the sensor. The coordinate vectors of the reflectance spectra and of the illumination spectra are in general unknown. The estimation of the coordinate vector(s) of the reflectance spectra involved is not the topic of this paper and therefore we assume that we can somehow estimate all relevant vectors . This model is a special case of so-called bilinear calibration-estimation problems which are discussed in [13] .
Simplifying notations we avoid the superscript and write instead of . For the measurements we have the relation
In the special case where we use three coefficients to describe the illumination spectra and we make three measurements we can collect the measurements in a vector and the system vectors in a matrix . Equation (36) are then summarized in (37) These measurements, considered as functions of the illumination, are written as (38) Observing the same scene point with the same camera under changing illumination conditions produces a measurement series which is the raw input data. From this we compute the time derivative (40) in a statistical-sense. Instead of using the measurements directly in the computations it is also possible to describe the raw measurement data in the LAB system and then use the relations in Theorem 3. Tracking the LAB values at a given position over a period of time defines functions . Defining as the time derivatives of and at and using Theorem 3 gives the following equations:
Using the LAB coordinate system leads thus to separate equations for the coefficient and the remaining coefficients The first equation shows also that is (locally) an exponential function with an unknown coefficient . It is this last version based on the LAB-system which was used in the implementation.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In the experiments we tested the algorithm by simulating a sequence of images which show the same scene under changing illumination conditions. The multispectral images used in these experiments are described in [14] .
For a given multispectral image we use the spectral characteristics of a CCD-camera to simulate the color image captured by the camera. The basis vectors in the space of reflection functions are the eigenvectors described above. The basis vectors in the space of illumination spectra are the eigenvectors derived by generating a random mixture of 1000 spectra consisting of the CIE-light sources A, B, C, D65, a flat spectrum, five measured daylight spectra and three artificial daylight spectra.
In a typical experiment we generate a time varying series of illumination spectra as follows: at time the illumination light is characterized by the flat illumination spectrum. The camera image is thus calculated directly from the original multispectral image and the camera characteristic. At time the illumination is given by a pre-defined spectrum. We then simulate the changing illumination condition by connecting these two spectra by a one-parameter group of the group . Then camera images showing the scene at equidistant points in time are calculated. Each consecutive pair of frames can be used to calculate discrete versions of the time-derivative at points in the image. Each point and each pair of camera frames contributes thus three equations of the form shown in (41). Assuming the illumination parameters are not changing over the observation period we get the following relation between the number of frames, the number of points which are tracked and the number of equations: Two decisions have to be made when applying the algorithm: 1) which points should be tracked? 2) how should each of the points tracked contribute to the final estimation of the parameter values? Both questions are of course related and heuristically it seems reasonable to base the decisions on the relation between the measurements and the parameters as described in (37). For points with badly conditioned matrices the estimation is probably unreliable. In some of our experiments we compute first for each point which is tracked an estimation of the parameter vector. Then we either use the determinant of the matrix to define a weight for the estimated vector or we treat all points equally and compute the final estimate as the mean of the individual estimates. As selection procedures for the points to track we choose either a random collection of points or the points with the highest intensity values in the original multispectral image since these will probably preserve most information about the illumination spectra.
The following figures illustrate some results obtained in the simulations. We use the images "inlab2," "ashton2," and "rwood" from the database. The simulated camera images are shown in Figs. 3-5 .
In the first experiment we use the CIE-A source as the light source at time and the multispectral image "inlab2." Three frames are collected at , , and . The ten points with highest intensity are tracked and both the mean-and the weighted-sum of the estimated parameter vectors are computed. In the figures we show not only the original spectral distribution of the illumination source but also its approximation in the coordinate system used in the experiment. Since the algorithm estimates the coefficients of the illumination spectrum in this coordinate system it is the best estimation which can be obtained in the experiment. The result is shown in Fig. 6 .
In the next experiment (Fig. 7 ) the same parameters are used but now the D65 illumination source is used.
Tracking the points with the highest reflection gives in general much better result than tracking random points. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 which is identical to the previous experiment with the difference that ten random points are tracked. This experiment also shows that a weighted sum may reduce the influence of some of the inreliable estimates. Figs. 9 and 10 and show some results when the images "ashton2" and "rwood" were used in the experiment. In both cases the 10 points with the maximum reflectance were tracked, two frames were used (at and ) and the lightsource was D65.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We derived a set of partial differential equations which link the sequence of color images with the parameter vector which describes the dynamically changing illumination spectra. In the paper we did not address important problems which will arise in real applications. Important open problems are the following.
• We assumed that the object reflectance properties are known. This is not the case in real applications where these properties have to be estimated. This can perhaps be circumvented by developing estimation methods based on statistical properties of the reflection spectra.
• If pointwise estimation methods are used the points have to be tracked through the image sequence. Fig. 10 . The "ashton2," D65-source, ten maximum intensity points tracked, ten frames at t = 0:2, 0:3.
• The effect of noise was not considered at all in the experiments, all calculations are done in floating point arithmetic, for example. These are some examples of open problems that have to be solved in real world applications. However problems of the same type are encountered in other pattern recognition and computer vision applications (we already mentioned the description in [13] ) and many of the techniques used there can be used in the problem discussed in this paper.
Finally we want to point out that this illustrates only one application in which methods from the theory of Lie-groups and Lie-algebras can be used in the analysis of time-varying image sequences. Other problems involving different groups like the euclidean motion group can be analyzed along the same lines.
